
MOTH FUN FACTS EXERCISE
See if you can guess the answers, then go to the Answer Key to learn ALL 10 Moth Fun Facts to become a Moth
Expert!

1. Who are the moths’ closest relatives?
a. Hummingbirds
b. Butterflies
c. Bats

2. How do moths start out?
a. As worms
b. As little snakes
c. As caterpillars

3. What do moths like to drink?
a. Orange juice
b. Rain water
c. Flower nectar

4. When do most moths like to fly?
a. In the morning
b. In the afternoon
c. In the night-time

5. Why are moths covered with tiny moth hair?
a. It helps them stay warm
b. It keeps them from getting sunburned
c. It scares away dangerous animals

6. How do moths get their flight muscles ready for flying?
a. They rest on a leaf
b. They vibrate their wings
c. They walk back and forth

7. What do moths use to balance when they fly?
a. Their heads
b. Their fuzzy bodies
c. Their antennas

8. How do most moths hear sounds?
a. Through their legs
b. Through their wings
c. Through their antennas

9. How do most moths smell?
a. Through their legs
b. Through their wings
c. Through their antennas

10. How do moths navigate when there are no lights on?
a. They feel their way in the darkness
b. They follow the moon and stars
c. They just wait until morning



MOTH FUN FACTS ANSWER KEY
Learn all 10 Moth Fun Facts to become a Moth Expert!

1. Who are the moths’ closest relatives?
a. Hummingbirds
b. Butterflies
c. Bats

2. How do moths start out?
a. As worms
b. As little snakes
c. As caterpillars

3. What do moths like to drink?
a. Orange juice
b. Rain water
c. Flower nectar

4. When do most moths like to fly?
a. In the morning
b. In the afternoon
c. In the night-time

5. Why are moths covered with tiny moth hair?
a. It helps them stay warm
b. It keeps them from getting sunburned
c. It scares away dangerous animals

6. How do moths get their flight muscles ready for flying?
a. They rest on a leaf
b. They vibrate their wings
c. They walk back and forth

7. What do moths use to balance when they fly?
a. Their heads
b. Their fuzzy bodies
c. Their antennas

8. How do most moths hear sounds?
a. Through their legs
b. Through their wings
c. Through their antennas

9. How do most moths smell?
a. Through their legs
b. Through their wings
c. Through their antennas

10. How do moths navigate when there are no lights on?
a. They feel their way in the darkness
b. They follow the moon and stars
c. They just wait until morning



MOTH EXPERT CERTIFICATE
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MOTH FUN FACTS EXERCISE and is now a Moth Expert. Great job learning about moths!


